
 

23 March 2020 

A message from the CEO on COVID-19 

Hi everyone,  

Well the world has changed significantly since you last heard from me, which feels like a lifetime 
ago, but in fact was only four days ago. I have just re-entered the State, as have many others, and I 
have been following all of the necessary requirements in relation to interstate travel.  

The Government initiated the following measures to help slow the spread of the COVID-19 
Pandemic, for us this means that all staff in any role within SA Health, must remain at home if they 
have a fever or symptoms of a respiratory infection. 
  
Leaders have been asked to  

 Identify any CALHN staff, including clinical and non-clinical, who have a fever or symptoms 
of a respiratory infection; 

 if identified, leaders are required to send staff home immediately and have them provide 
their name, position, program and contact phone number to 
Health.CALHNSelfIsolationReporting@sa.gov.au 

  
Until orders are officially enforced on Tuesday 24 March at 4pm, all patient-facing line managers 
are required to identify any front line patient-facing staff, including casual staff, who have returned 
to South Australia from interstate after 1pm Sunday, 22 March 2020. If any staff have returned 
since that time, they must avoid all patient contact.  
 
I’d also like to draw your attention to a determination made by the Commissioner for Public Sector 
Employment for COVID-19 which applies to healthcare staff. Details of the determination are 
available in the attached bulletin from our Executive Director Workforce Management and Reform.  
  
Whilst I have been self-isolating, I have been most impressed with the significant progress the team 
have made in relation to our COVID-19 preparations and tomorrow we will officially enter the next 
phase of our CALHN response to COVID-19. Today we have spent the day transitioning to this 
phase and setting up our operating rhythm. The CALHN Network Incident Command Centre will run 
seven days per week with two incident management response teams. 

The role of the incident management team (IMT) is to use a command and control methodology to 
enable rapid assessment and decision making during an incident. Should you have a question or a 
concern that needs to be addressed rapidly you can email health.calhncovid19@sa.gov.au and the 
command centre will prioritise and action queries raised.  

We also will continue with our Clinical Advisory Group and the Business Operations & Logistics 
Groups which will continue to feed into the IMT. 

As we move into this new phase, which is about ensuring that we have the capacity to manage our 
role as the COVID-19 receiving network, our decant strategy will come into effect. This will include 
a larger movement of patients to alternative sites, and a change to the way we manage our clinical 
services. Further information will be communicated over the coming days.  
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COVID-19 status update  
Yesterday, the COVID-19 clinic at the RAH treated and swabbed 113 patients and saw another 41 
who did not need screening.  

There are now 26 confirmed COVID-19 positive and 5 COVID-19 probable inpatients being treated 
in ward 6G. There are still no known cases of community transmission in South Australia.   

There are 31 patients being treated through Hospital in the Home (HITH) in the community. Using 
our HITH program allows us to preserve our in hospital resources for an increase in cases and 
severity. We know that people are more comfortable in their own home and if they have minimal 
symptoms it means that we can keep our masks and other resources in supply when we need them 
later. 
  
Video conferencing for our patients 
Today the Premier and Minister for Health held a media conference at the RAH announcing 
$300,000 to develop a dedicated telehealth service to treat Cystic Fibrosis patients from home and 
reduce their need to attend any hospital during the COVID-19 pandemic. This model of telehealth 
will allow our specialists to speak with patients via a webcam on a laptop while patients will be able 
to access their appointments directly from their home through the use of a laptop or smart device 
such as an iPhone. Funding will also be used to purchase essential home spirometres which will 
allow patients to easily monitor the capacity of their lungs. 

In addition to this announcement, we are gearing up our response across our network to enable 
virtual ways of working and our outpatients and HITH teams are leading the way with this. This has 
been extremely effective with our outpatients areas already actively using the phone to speak with 
patients so they can avoid coming to hospital for a consultation and our HITH team are using it to 
connect GP’s with our speciality clinicians to determine if someone can be treated at their GP or at 
home or whether they need to come into hospital i.e. for wounds. Well done for this initiative.  

Working remotely 
Very soon staff will be able to access Microsoft Teams which will assist staff working remotely by 
enabling you to stay connected with your colleagues. MS Teams is the successor to Skype for 
Business, and allows you to easily share information, do private messages, make calls and video 
conferences.  It is a web based app which can be used inside or outside the network, with no VPN 
required and further instructions on how to use it will be sent out tomorrow.  

IT support and VPNs 
Staff working remotely are likely to experience much slower speeds when accessing the network 
than they would when in the office  

Tips to speed up the connection include keeping your email box as small as possible and clearing 
your desktop so that there are no files stored on it. 

If you do not need to be connected into the network to access files, you are encouraged to use 
outlook web access. 

It may be more effective to establish a Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) from your personally 
owned device and leave your laptop turned on in the office with a note clearly outlining that the 
laptop is in use for remote access. 

This can be organised via Digital Health. Access the Remote Access Application Form - Personally 
Owned Device form from the Digital Health form list. 

Speak with Digital Health or your program’s ICT contact if you need more information. 

https://owa.statenetmail.sa.gov.au/owa/auth/logon.aspx?replaceCurrent=1&url=https%3a%2f%2fowa.statenetmail.sa.gov.au%2fowa
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http://inside.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/non-public+content/sa+health+intranet/business+units/ehealth+systems/ict+problems/ehealth+systems+service+desk?contentIDR=375dcf80438d7628aa41ffbc736a4e18&useDefaultText=0&useDefaultDesc=1


 
Requirement for additional space  
With the need to practice social distancing (or physical distancing as I've heard it called!) If you 
need additional space, please note that it's important to follow the command structure and 
email health.calhncovid19@sa.gov.au  

Food services 
We have had some enquiries from staff whether food services such as the cafes will continue to be 
available at the RAH and I can confirm that they will.  

Performance reviews, mandatory training and looking after yourself 
Please make sure that you utilise common sense at the moment in relation to performance reviews 
and utilise this opportunity to do a wellbeing check in with your staff. For those staff in non-critical 
roles now is a great time to complete your mandatory training requirements.  

We know that this is an anxious and intense time. Please continue to stay on top of the latest 
trusted information, stay alert and support each other. Should you have any issues you wished 
raised, or if you have any questions please email the command centre at 
Health.CALHNCovid19@sa.gov.au. 

Please know that while we are doing our best to bring you the most up-to-date and correct 
information, we are in a constantly changing situation with information changing at a rapid rate.  

For staff that do not have regular access to email or the intranet, we have set up a page within the 
RAH website which we will update with information and general resources. You can visit the site at 
https://www.rah.sa.gov.au/news/information-for-calhn-staff.  

We also highly recommend that you visit our refreshed COVID-19 Intranet Portal for updates and 
listen to reputable sources such as ABC’s Dr Norman Swan and his Coronacast podcast.  

These are challenging times and we all need to pull together, and as many of you will know my son 
was to get married last week and they cancelled their celebration to do their bit in slowing the 
spread. While it was a shame, it was an important thing to do and as I always say, ‘If not us...then 
who?’ 

 Lesley Dwyer 

Chief Executive Officer 

Central Adelaide Local Health Network 
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